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“Death is present in our fiestas, our games, our loves, and
our thoughts. To die and to kill are thoughts that rarely leave
us. We are seduced by death.”
The Labyrinth of Solitude, Octavio Paz (1950)
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I humbly dedicate this debut novel to my wife, Dee, without
whose enduring love and devotion, I would certainly have
failed miserably both in life and work; my parents, Elodia
and Antonio Novo, who brought me into this world and this
beautiful country, the United States of America; my boys,
Alex and Jeff Novo, who inspire me to be a better person
every day.
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PROLOGUE

The Night Sun peaked full in the brilliant Southern Sky.
Venus sparkled two clicks southwest below the glorious orb.
It was 0 Chen, 13 Baktun, the first day in the ninth month of
2008 according to the Maya calendar. The man entered the
chapel through the side door on the North end. The chapel
was more of a collection of tributes left by his followers than
a house of worship. That made no difference to his many
believers. They had assembled a pictorial shrine of loved
ones both living and dead for him to bless and protect. The
man quickly approached a bunch of flowers that surrounded
several picture frames to the left of Jesus Malverde and knelt
down to pray.
On a simple wooden pedestal or altar some might say,
the statue of Jesus Malverde stood three feet tall, dressed
in a white suit, white shirt with a black string tie. Malverde
cut a dashing figure in the style of what one might assume
looked like a post-colonial Mexican gentleman. Malverde
was no gentleman in any sense recognized by polite society.
There was no other person in the chapel though the man
did not feel alone. The photographs of the living and dead
gave him a feeling of comfort and dread all at once. Articles
of clothing, flowers and personal belongings like a steering
wheel from a Chevy Silverado and cell phones surrounded
the tributes. But most of all there were candles, rocks wrapped
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in handkerchiefs and scraps of paper pleading for Malverde’s
intervention in the narco-trafficking trade.
On this bright evening in Culiacan, Cesar was visiting Jesus
Malverde to ask for such an intervention. Cesar was travelling
North once the all-powerful Night Sun tumbled out of the
Southern sky. Cesar mumbled his incantation to Malverde
looking up occasionally to make eye contact with the Patron Saint
of narco-traffickers. A smile appeared to play on Malverde’s thin,
black mustache that assured Cesar of a successful journey. Cesar
never took a trip across La Frontera lightly but with Malverde’s
grace and blessing Cesar was sure that his chances of success were
good. Cesar would have to pray twice as hard since his brother did
not join him in his devotion to Jesus Malverde.
Cesar began his prayer like this:
“Oh Malverde my father, I ask for your mercy and that you relieve
my pain. You live in Glory and are so close to God, listen to the
sufferings of this humble sinner. Malverde, the miracle maker, grant
me this wish and make my heart happy. Give me health, give me rest,
give me wealth and I shall be fortunate.”
Cesar let his mind wander to thoughts of the Sonora Desert
and the hardships involved in making the journey north. The
American border patrols did not concern him. They would simply
send him back home if he was discovered. At this time of year
the infernal heat and dehydration were his true enemies. Those
challenges would be overcome but of course the real reason the trip
merited Jesus Malverde’s blessings: transporting pure Columbian
cocaine to market. Jesus Malverde would certainly look out
for him. Cesar was but a simple peasant taking the goods
of other simple peasants to the marketplace of the rich in
the North. Malverde, if invoked, would not fail to keep him
and his brother safe. Cesar fully intended to invoke all of
Malverde’s charity and goodness.
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His brother Miguel was in the nightclubs of Culiacan
drinking beer and tequila with his friends instead of calling
on Jesus Malverde so Cesar knew it was up to him to pray for
both of them. Cesar continued praying in front of the two
picture frames holding color photographs of his family. One
picture was taken when he and Miguel were little and the
family was large and happy. The other photo taken last year
only contained him and Miguel, their two sisters and mother.
The women’s faces were more than sad, they were soundly
defeated. His father and three older brothers had been killed
over the last two years in what was being called the Mexican
Drug War in the national newspapers. In Sinaloa they just
called it The Life. Now Cesar and Miguel could almost count
as many of their friends and family dead as were alive. Cesar’s
thoughts drifted again to the Sonora Desert and how maybe
it wasn’t so dangerous after all compared to living in Sinaloa.
Cesar cleared his thoughts of death by finishing his
oracion to the narco-Saint with two Our Fathers and two
Hail Mary’s. Cesar’s mother, a devout Roman Catholic, had
always taught him and Miguel to pray to God and the Virgin
of Guadalupe. His mother would be very disappointed
right now seeing Cesar on his knees praying to a statue of
a criminal who many of her generation despised and didn’t
believe even existed. She thought it was absolute nonsense
that young people today could believe a Mexican Robin
Hood could help them sell poison to the Americans.
Cesar also called on the Night Sun, the ancient Maya
Jaguar to protect him and Miguel. The Jaguar rules the
night, Pantera Onca hunts in the darkness of the Night Sky
and is invincible. The Night Sun can be a devilish protector
as he is also the ruler of the Underworld in Maya legend.
The man who puts his life in the hands of the cat may not
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live long enough to regret it. Except for the feathered serpent
Quetzalcoatl, there was no more powerful symbol in the Maya
and Aztec world than Pantera Onca so he must pay homage
now before this treacherous trip his foolhardy brother
convinced him they must take. If only Miguel was here on
his knees praying with him, Cesar would feel more confident
of their journey to market.
A slight movement from behind him, a shuffling of bare
feet, lifted Cesar from his deep meditation of deserts, snakes,
birds and big cats. Candles flickered and shifted their shapes
from the new current of air in the chapel. Cesar looked back
expecting Miguel but instead saw the old man who cleaned
the Jesus Malverde Chapel. The old man doesn’t speak
and most folks said he was deaf as well. He spends his life
keeping the house of Malverde as clean as possible. Some say
he works for El Tigre de Sinaloa when he is not cleaning up
after the believers. However, in Sinaloa, everyone claims to
or does work for El Tigre. They exchanged nods and Cesar
returned to his devotions.
Cesar finished another novena of prayers to Jesus
Malverde and God, then took a small handkerchief from
his right front pants pocket and laid it before the picture
frame that showed him and Miguel with the women of the
family. The hanky contained three rocks that came from the
Sonora Desert. Cesar had gathered them up on his last trip
north. He had tied the hanky with a small length of twine
made of hemp from the mountains of Eastern Sinaloa. He
then placed another small bundle of flowers in front of the
picture of his entire family, the living and the dead.
To Cesar’s right, the old cleaning man gathered some
of the dead flowers left by believers and put them in a sack
slung across his left shoulder. Cesar had stopped noticing
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him but the old man had not taken his eyes from Cesar
or his rituals. To the old man it was obvious this believer
was embarking on a journey North. From the way he was
dressed, this traveler was not a mojado looking for work. No,
this one had a job that must pay handsomely. Over time,
the old man had learned that new jeans and boots were
the surest signs of narco-money. Of course, a big, shiny
belt buckle to go along with the jeans and a handsome
sombrero were all the confirmation the old man would
need. Usually the men higher up in the cartels would
arrive in their tricked-out American or Japanese pick-up
trucks, but this believer had arrived at the shrine on foot.
He must be a mule or a grower. The old man guessed from
the tribute that Cesar placed before his family’s pictures
that Cesar was a traveler and needed Malverde’s blessings
before his sojourn North. The old man had been told to
keep an eye out for travelers that were better dressed than
the average marihuana mule. The word had come down
that there would soon be lots of trouble on La Frontera in
route to the marketplace. So the old man was told to keep
a sharp eye out for believers with pesos. The old man would
need to find out more about this traveler before he placed
a call to one of his patrons.
Cesar abruptly stood up jarring the old man from his
musings. The old man continued sweeping the floor with
his broom and occasionally placing dead flowers in his sack.
Cesar thought of how devoted the old man must be to be
here sweeping so late at night. Cesar decided to give the
old man a tip, an unconditional show of kindness to a total
stranger that would enhance his tribute to Malverde.
“Ven aqui Viejo”, Cesar asked the old man to come closer
in a soft but commanding tone.
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The old man ignored Cesar and kept on sweeping the
floor. Cesar walked over to him, tapped him on the shoulder
and extended his right palm to the old man. The old cleaning
man appeared frightened so Cesar said:
“Do not fear me old man. Take this small gift from me for
your faith and devotion to our patron saint, Jesus Malverde.”
The old man opened his hand and quickly took the
money, bowing at the waist and nodding many thanks to the
stranger. This believer had money and a generous heart. The
old man had never received this much money from anyone
at the chapel. The old man said nothing but he held his
hand and thanked Cesar with his eyes. Cesar instantly felt
Malverde’s blessings flow through his whole body. He floated
from the chapel in high spirits for his coming journey. As
soon as he was sure of Cesar’s departure, the old man took
a closer look at the family portraits and opened the bundled
handkerchief. What he read in the notepaper inside the
handkerchief tribute to Malverde sent him scurrying to find
his cell phone.

xii

JOURNEY NORTH

Carreterra Federal 15 is the major federal highway that
cuts along the Pacific Coast of Sinaloa and extends north
through Chihuahua to Sonora province. The brothers woke
up from their deep slumber after the pick-up truck caravan
had been travelling more than six hours. Almost all of their
companions were either still sleeping or had just recently
woken up. The farther north they travelled past Hermosillas
the more federal checkpoints they encountered with more
opportunities to be woken up. Of course, the checkpoints
were only a nuisance for the truck drivers because every
official worth paying along this route had received their
mordida from El Tigre de Sinaloa; no questions asked.
Some of the men occupied themselves playing cards,
others listened to corridas on their boom boxes. The narcocorridas were Miguel’s favorites because the songs were like
country-western versions of Mexican Gangsta music. Cesar
preferred corridas about Jesus Malverde and the beautiful
Sinaloa countryside. Those songs had fallen out of favor with
most of his friends. They were more like Miguel inspired by
the exaggerated tales of violent shootings and drug smuggling
across the border into the great North. Cesar did not like
the random violence in those songs. He liked songs with
happy endings and fantastic mythological characters. Either
way, the upbeat tempo of the tuba and folksy rhythm of the
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accordion were so alike you could tell them apart only if you
listened closely or were a big fan of one or the other.
The caravan turned left on Carreterra 2 near Cananea
on its final approach towards Nogales. The men had been
driven nearly 950 km since leaving their homes in Culiacan
at sunrise. The drivers were not to cross the border or even
get too close to the border as the American Border Patrol
occasionally stumbled across vehicles and large groups of
mojados. Those mistakes would not be tolerated in Sinaloa.
Cesar and Miguel checked their packs for water bottles. Men
turned their music boxes off while the rest of their travelling
party checked for water and food as well. Sometimes the
journey through the Sonora took longer than expected
especially when they had to evade detection by the gringos.
Their instructions were to head out after nightfall before
the Night Sun rose high in the Night Sky. The rest of the plans
had been entrusted to Miguel who had led many expeditions
to the marketplaces in the North. Miguel only knew a couple of
the travelers personally, unlike past trips when he would have
known all of them and their families. Recently the business had
become so dangerous that getting to know your companions
was useless and could compromise operational security. Most
of the successful crossers stayed in the North anyway.
Two groups of decoys carrying nothing of value in their
sacks will leave the rendezvous point at the same time but
head north through different routes. Very rarely did Miguel
use the same route twice to cross La Frontera. Miguel was a
skilled guide and planner. He had honed those valuable skills
in a deadly game of survival in the Sonora Desert. Miguel
was particularly adept evading not only the U.S. Border
Patrol but also the Mexican Federales and their Mexican
Army counterparts. La Frontera had become a militarized
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zone every bit as treacherous as Fallujah and Kandajar.
Now the game had become more complex, more dangerous
with the addition of minor cartel players taking advantage
of sloppy tactics by the major Mexican Cartels. Kind of
like how the Somali Pirates feasted on large international
shipping companies; too lazy to change routes and too rich
to risk ignoring the ransoms demanded for the return of
their people and property.
As a general rule on most trips, well concealed, cartel
scouts kept an eye on the crossers and relayed information to
cartel leaders back home. This real time intelligence allowed
the mules to cross with little risk of detection and assured their
cartel managers that the product remained safe and sound. Of
course, these precautions were not undertaken to protect the
mules but rather to protect the enormous profits the cartel
would reap when the product hit the marketplace in the
North. On this trip, Miguel was unaware he was on his own.
As the Night Sky draped itself around the second day
of the ninth month, 1 Chen, 13 Baktun, Miguel and Cesar
started the group’s procession northward. Silently the men
shouldered their packs and marched forward as they and
their forefathers had done countless times. Whether it was
corn, rice, and tomatoes or marijuana, methamphetamine
and cocaine, these men and their ancestors have been
bringing Sinaloa’s crops to market from the beginning of
time. Their short but stout bodies seemed designed to tote
heavy bundles for hours at a time. Their simple minded
determination designed to persevere through conditions
that would mentally and physically exhaust most men. These
attributes were combined with a physiological makeup that
apparently defied scorching heat and water deprivation
making these Sinaloans modern Aztlan warriors.
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LUIS MARTIN VAZQUEZ

SPECIAL AGENT U.S. BORDER PATROL
The clouds rode high in the silent, desert sky. The bands of
orange, pink and purple of the setting sun had given way to
the steel grey, cobalt blue and black of the night. On this quiet
summer evening, Special Agent Luis Martin Vazquez and
his pilot hovered over the Southern Arizona, Mexico border
about 80 kilometers east of Nogales, Arizona. The subject of
his reconnaissance patrol was the Arizona town of Naco, a
legal port of entry, west of Douglas Arizona and Agua Pietra
Mexico. Border Patrol Command had alerted him to reports
of ranchers complaining about illegals crossing the border
fence outside of Naco. As the senior U.S. Border Patrol Agent
between Nogales and Ciudad Juarez, a 500 Kilometer area
of the Frontera identified by the U.S. Border Patrol as Sector
Seven, known by the locals as Cocaine Alley, Luis was on the
job again. He sighed and settled back in his seat knowing that
the fences in Naco are more broken down than the Mexican
economy. Forty-two years old, on his second marriage with two
teenage daughters by his first wife, Luis was content to have the
night sky and the Arizona desert as his workplace. His pilot
noted the time as 1:01 a.m. when the next radio call came in:
“Lou, this is Martinez with Rio Patrol, do you read me,
over?”
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“Copy Rio, Lou here. What you got, over?”
“Lou, get down here right away. We are two kilometers
east of the Jessup Ranch, just outside of Lochiel. Hurry, we
got a bad situation here, bodies are everywhere.”
“OK, Rio Patrol, how many wounded do you have? I’ll
call for medical.”
“They’re all dead.”
“We’re less than thirty minutes out.” Luis felt a chill run
up his back. He turned to his pilot, about to give instructions
to head back to Nogales, but feeling the steep westerly bank of
the Black Hawk, Lou knew he didn’t have to say a thing. Rick
already had the bird oriented to Lochiel, a small ranching
community, east of Ambos Nogales (Nogales Arizona and
Nogales Mexico are separated by the International line,
together known as Ambos Nogales).
“Thanks, Rick.” Luis said to the pilot on intercom.
“Martinez sounded pretty spooked down there with Rio
Patrol. What do you think happened, Lou?”
“Drug smugglers or coyotes, take your pick. What’s the
difference” Luis snorted.
No wonder these night patrols were getting to be too much
for him. Flying 200 feet above the rolling terrain; patrolling
desert, scrub woods, forests, mountains, valleys and more
shaking and rattling than his body, or at least his kidneys
could stand. The object of all this fun? Tracking down people
whose ancestors occupied this land since the beginning of
time, and who arguably had a better right to it than he did.
Luis switched the radio channel, calling home base:
“Base command, this is Charlie Alpha Bravo 7-Niner, do
you read, over?”
“Charlie Alpha Bravo 79, this is base command. We read
you loud and clear Lou, over.”
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“Base, Rio Patrol encountered dead bodies two kilometers
outside the Jessup Ranch in Lochiel. We’re on our way; but
we’ll need transport for the bodies. Get us back-up units and
a forensics team to meet us out there. We’ll need to notify
DEA and ICE, too. I suspect drugs were involved. And notify
the locals.”
“Roger, C-79, confirmed back up on the way, ETA in
eighteen minutes, or 1:23 a.m., over.”
Twenty minutes later, Luis watched Rick bank the
helicopter hard left, flaring the nose of the chopper towards
the landing zone where Rio Patrol had gathered. Even at
that distance, the bird’s lights illuminated the ghastly scene
below. The intercom crackled with gagging sounds as Rick
gasped for breath. Rick struggled to maintain a steady grip
on the stick, the helicopter’s nose seeming to want to retreat
from the carnage below. He put the bird down in front of
a scruffy mess of brush that covered most of the helicopter
from view to the rear.
Lou looked at nine Mojados and two of his youngest
U.S. Border Patrol agents lying on the ground in single file,
their hands bound behind their backs, feet hog tied, with
the mojados’ heads stacked neatly alongside their bodies.
Blood covered the men’s shirts and the soil around them.
The mojados were so young, just like Luis’ men, though their
dismembered heads, dark and grim, made them appear
older. The agents’ Hummer was parked approximately 100
meters to the north. No wonder Martinez had not called it
in himself and little wonder why Martinez was so freaked
out; this was no coyote crossing gone bad. Lou knew he was
in for a long night.
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MIGUEL AND CESAR, THE MOJADOS

Miguel and Cesar had stopped to piss ten minutes earlier
otherwise they would have been slaughtered like their friends.
Last night, Miguel had celebrated their upcoming journey
to America by drinking more beer than he could hold.
Marching slower than the other mules, they had struggled to
keep up all day. Thank God for cerveca, what a blessing.
The staccato pumping of several AK-47s only a few
hundred meters away froze them in mid-stream. The gunfire
came in two distinct blasts and lasted less than thirty seconds
but seemed like an eternity to the brothers. Cesar broke the
silence:
“Miguel, is that ...”
“Don’t ask fool,” his brother barked. “Put your dick away
and keep your head down, stay quiet. We need to get out of
here quick. There is a creek northwest of here that leads to
an old Indian reservation. We need to disappear and get the
fuck out of here. I can find the old Indian place, come on,
keep quiet!”
“What are we going to do?” Cesar’s voice shook. “Don’t
you think they will follow us?”
“Silence! Don’t make any noise. There’s no reason to
think they know we are here. Why would anyone care about
mojados crossing the frontera?”
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There was no way Miguel was going to tell his younger
brother that each member of the traveling party was supposed
to be carrying kilos of coca bundled inside their packs, from
Sinaloa, home of the notorious Mexican drug cartel. Or that
Miguel alone was responsible for the security of the Cartel’s
cocaine on the trip north to Tucson. Fifty kilos was the only
reason those shots were fired. The men were gunned down
on U.S. soil by a Mexican Cartel, not because there was an
illegal border crossing. No American border patrol would
shoot nine Mexican border crossers in cold blood.
Crazy mothers, pinche putas, they will be made to pay.
Miguel thought as he crawled off toward the north. The
Sinaloa Tiger will not stand for this.
Fortunately, Miguel was greedy. He and Cesar were the
strongest of the travelers, so Miguel kept the cocaine bundles
for them, 25 kilos each. Bearing well over a million dollars
in narco-currency, Miguel knew they would soon become
targets. He and Cesar needed to keep moving, and cover lots
of ground quickly.
Whoever took down this group had serious balls, they
will be looking for us. Miguel thought shivering. This isn’t
Mexico, this is the United States; these pinche-putas are flat
crazy.
“Just stay down and let’s keep moving.” He urged Cesar
“with the grace of God, they will not know or care that we
are out here.”
“Yes, Miguel.” Cesar said, naturally trusting his older
brother. “As you say, with the grace of God; Dios primero.”
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